B  PHILOSOPHY. PSYCHOLOGY. RELIGION
B Philosophy & Philosophers
BC Logic
BD Speculative philosophy, Metaphysics.
BF Psychology
BH Aesthetics
BJ Ethics
BL Religions. Mythology. Rationalism
BM Judaism
BP Islam. Bahá’ísm. Theosophy, etc.
BQ Buddhism
BR Christianity
BS The Bible
BT Doctrinal theology
BV Practical Theology
BX Christian Denominations
C  AUXILIARY SCIENCES OF HISTORY
CB History of Civilization and Culture
CC Archaeology (General)
CD Diplomatics, Archives, Seals
CE Chronology
CJ Numismatics
CN Epigraphy
CR Heraldry
CS Genealogy
CT Biography (General)
D  WORLD HISTORY
D History (General)
DA Great Britain & Ireland
DAW Central Europe
DB Austria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary
DC France
DD Germany
DE Mediterranean, Greco-Roman World
DF Greece
DG Italy
DH Low Countries
DJK Eastern Europe
DK Russia and Poland
DL Northern Europe and Scandinavia
DP Spain and Portugal
DQ Switzerland
DR Eastern Europe and Turkey
DS Asia
DT Africa
DU Oceania, Australia, New Zealand
DX Romanies
E  AMERICA AND UNITED STATES
F  THE AMERICAS
G  GEOGRAPHY. ANTHROPOLOGY
G Geography (General)
GA Mathematical Geography, Cartography
GB Physical Geography
GC Oceanography
GE Environmental Sciences
GF Human Ecology
GN Anthropology, Ethnology, Ethnography
GR Folklore
GT Manners and Customs
GV Sports and Recreation
H  SOCIAL SCIENCES
H General
HA Statistics
HB Economic Theory
HC Economic History and Conditions
HD Land, Agriculture, Industry
HE Transportation and Communication
HF Commerce
HG Finance
HH Public Finance
HM Sociology
HN Social History
HO Social Groups
HP Societies and Clubs
HR Communities, Classes, Races
HT Social Pathology, Criminology, Welfare
HU Colonialization, Emigration and Immigration
HV International Law, International Relations
K  LAW
K Jurisprudence, General
KB Religious Law
KD Law of the United Kingdom
KF United States Law
KG Roman Law
KL European Law
KM International Law
L  EDUCATION
L General
LA History of Education
LB Educational Theory and Practice
LC Special Aspects
LD U.S. Educational Institutions
LE College and School Publications
LF Student Fraternities and Societies
LG Textbooks (General)
M  MUSIC
M General
N  FINE ARTS
N General
NA Architecture
NC Graphic Arts (Drawing, Design, Illustration)
ND Painting
NE Print Media
NK Decorative and Applied Arts
NL Arts
P  LANGUAGES. LITERATURE
P General
Q  SOCIAL SCIENCES
Q General
R  MEDICINE
R General
S  NATURE
S General